We define the concept of a fibered fibered (fci , fo, Zi, ^-contact element of order (ri,..., rs) for rs > ri < rs > rs, r 8 > < rr > and ri < ri for i = 2, 3,..., 8. For k 1 < < r«2, h < rii, I2 < n2, we define a bundle functor K^^ defined on the category ^"A / fm 1 ,m 2 ,n 1 ,n 2 ( m it m 2, «i, n2)-fibered fibered manifolds. We prove that the only natural transformation on the bundle functor ¡ 2 is the identity one. Moreover, we prove that any natural operator lifting projectable projectable vector fields Y to K^'k 2 r f 1 l2 Y is a constant multiple of the flow operator.
Introduction
In the present paper, we introduce the concept of a fibered fibered contact element and study the space of such elements as a bundle functor defined on the category T 2 Ai mi>m2)ni ,n 2 ( rn h m 2, Tii, n2)-dimensional fibered fibered manifolds. Further, we prove the rigidity of such bundle functors. More exactly, we prove that the only natural transformation on the bundle of fibered fibered contact elements is the identity one. Analogously we prove that the only natural operators lifting projectable projectable vector fields to the bundle of fibered fibered contact elements are constant multiples of the flow operator.
The concept of a fibered fibered manifold seems to be significant in differential geometry and the studying of such objects is motivated in particular by the research of transverse natural bundles over foliated manifolds, [8] , Therefore there appeared some papers concerning fibered fibered manifolds, e.g. [6] , [7] and [5] ,
The concept of a contact element goes back to [1] . In this book, it is defined and studied on manifolds and consquentely, the corresponding bundle functor K" defined on the category Mf m of m-dimensional manifolds with local diffeomorphisms is introduced. Its generalization to fibered contact elements is presented in [2] .
Fibered fibered manifolds
Fibered fibered manifolds were studied particularly in [4] , A fibered fibered manifold is a fibered surjective submersion TT : Y -> X between fibered manifolds. It is a surjective submersion which sends fibers into fibers and its restricted and corestricted maps are submersions. If TT is clear, we write Y instead of n. If TT : Y -»• X is another fibered fibered manifold, a morphism -IT -» W is a fibered map f : Y -> Y such that there is a fibered map F O -X X with NO f = JQ O TT. Thus all fibered fibered manifolds form a category which we will denote by T 2 M.. This category is over manifolds, local and admissible in the sense of [1] ,
The so-called trivial fibered fibered manifold is the simpliest example. Given four manifolds X\, X4, then the obvious projection TT : X\ x X2 x X3 x X4 X\ x X2 is a fibered fibered manifold if we consider X\ x X2 x X3 x X4 as the trivial fibered manifold over X\ x X3 and X\ x X2 as the trivial fibered manifold over X\ . Taking compact X\, X2, X3, X4 we obtain a compact fibered fibered manifold.
Fibered fibered manifolds appear naturally in differential geometry if we consider transverse natural bundles over foliated manifolds, see [8] . To see this, we consider a fibered manifold p : X -• M. Then X has the foliated structure T by fibers. Its normal bundle Y = N(X, T) = TXjTT is a fibered manifold by the quotient map [Tp] : Y -> TM. Then the projection TT : Y -> X of the normal bundle is a fibered fibered manifold. Considering other transverse natural bundles instead of the normal bundle we can produce many fibered fibered manifolds.
A fibered manifold p : Y -> M is said to be of dimension (m, n) if m and n are the base and fibre dimensions. Analogously a fibered fibered manifold -k : Y -> X is said to be of dimension (mi,7712,ni,«2) if the fibered manifold Y is of dimension (mi + n\,rri2 + 112) and the fibered manifold X is of dimension (mi, 7712). All fibered fibered manifolds of dimension (mi,7712,rai,«2) and their local isomorphisms form a subcategory J r2 Mm u m 2t n 1 ,n 2 The space of all (ri, r2,..
., rg)-jets of V into Y' is denoted by j(ru-,ra)(Y,Y').
If we consider fibered fibered manifolds charts on Y and Y', we define in the obvious way charts on ) and obtain a smooth bundle j(
The composition of fibered fibered maps induces the composition of (ri,... ,r8)-jets.
Fibered fibered velocities
Let t*i,...,rg be as in Section 2 and ki,k2,h,h be integers. Given a fibered fibered manifold Y, we have the bundle 
Fibered fibered contact elements
Let ri,..., rs, ki, fo, l\, h be as above and m\, 7712, n\, «2 be natural numbers such that k\ < mi, k2 < m,2, h < ni and h<n2- In what follows, we introduce the concept of a fibered fibered contact element and the structure of a bundle functor on the category m2>ni jil2. DEFINITION 2. Let Y be an J R2 A / Imim2,ni,n2-°bject. G 1^' ¡¿^ i2-orbits of elements 77 G regT^^Y are said to be fibered fibered contact elements on Y.
We define a bundle structure on the space of fibered fibered contact elements K^^Y as the factor space regT^^Y/G^^. 
Rigidity of
Let ri,..., rs, fci, h, l2, fni,m2, n\,n2 be as in Section 4. We show that the functor K^1''^* h "Sid from the naturality point of view. 
Since dt preserves p, it preserves C{p) as well. For t -> 0 we obtain C(p) = p.
•
The flow operator ^'mIiM
We use the notation from Section 5. Let 7r : Y -> X be a fibered fibered manifold of dimension (mi, m2, n\, «2).
A vector field Z on Y is said to be projectable projectable if it is projectable with respect to the fibered manifold Y and there exists a 7r-related (with Z) projectable vector field Zq on fibered manifold X.
If Z is projectable-projectable, its flow ExptZ is formed by ,m2,ni,n 2 -mor phisms, and we can apply functor KkufoTuh to this flow. Consequently, we have a vector field r2 .M mi , m2) ni,n2-na tural in the sense of [1] .
We have the following characterization of the flow operator. Since kt preserves , the map K^^kt commutes with ipT. Clearly, 
